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Making an impact across the world, alumni are the
greatest asset of a college. With the vision to connect
the Alumni of USICT, we started with USICT Alumni
Committee a year ago. Since then, we have
connected multiple alumni across batches to their
Alma Mater. 

In the past year, we conducted webinars, mentorship
sessions, mock interviews, and so much more to help
the current students at USICT. We are elated by the
response of students in these captivating sessions.
Moreover, the committee was able to get back many
alumni who have lost touch with USICT in all these
years. The journey has been full of challenges, yet
exciting.

We strive to strengthen the network that has been
built in the last year. With multiple events awaiting in
the pipeline for the benefit of the students, we hope
to create an ever-lasting impact on the students. We
are thankful to our alumni who have come forward
and taken time from their busy schedules. As we plan
more such events, we await more Alumni to be a part
of this wonderful community.

This edition of Alcom Connect is a reflection of the
journey that USICT has covered since the previous
edition of our Newsletter; an effort from us to thank
alumni who have contributed to this journey, and an
ode to our USICT alumni out there making an impact.
We have also included a snapshot of the much
awaited Placement Report in this edition.
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Greetings,

As the world continues to grapple with the
pandemic, I would like to give my heartfelt
condolences and prayers to the families affected
by Coronavirus. I hope we all can collectively
face the unprecedented challenge brought on
us because of the same.

Even in the midst of a global pandemic,
engaging with alumni has been a real pleasure 

PROF. PRAVIN CHANDRA

FROM THE 
DEAN'S DESK

over these past few months. I am privileged to see how USICT has
transformed their careers and their lives. These stories are a gift, and a
reminder of the power of this amazing institute. Moreover, I believe that
alumni are often in a position to shape the perception of USICT since they
are the ambassadors of this fine institute in their professional & social
networks, and it is their efforts that bring glory to their Alma Mater. We are
looking forward to the alumni further improving the developmental efforts
of the institute towards improving the quality of training and placement.

I would also like to announce the establishment of GGSIPU’s East Delhi
Campus, which houses two new Schools of Studies namely, School of
Automation & Robotics and School of Design & Innovation, and is all set to
function from academic session 2021-22. We will keep you posted on the
developments and hope that this undertaking is a success.

Finally, I would like to share that we are planning to organize an Alumni
Meet and some smaller city specific Alumni Chapter events in 2022 once
the situation improves and restrictions are uplifted. More details are
forthcoming, and we look forward to seeing you there.

We wish good health and safety for you and your loved ones!



FACULTY
COMMUNIQUE

PROF. C. S. RAI

USICT has been one of the premier
institutes of Computer Science, Information
Technology, and Electronics for the past 23
years. From the Kashmiri Gate campus to
the Dwarka campus, the journey with
USICT has been the one to cherish. 

In all these years as a faculty, I have been
interested in multiple responsibilities by
the university.  I have learned a  lot  during

my years at USICT, and it has helped to coordinate with modern
technologies as well. As the former dean of the school, a coordinator
of the Directorate of Students’ welfare, and as the chief hostel
warden, I got the chance to communicate with students at different
levels. It helped me understand the modern trends and latest
technologies that students are learning. It also helped me
understand and learn various issues with the teaching and learning
paradigm.

In all these years with USICT, the one thing for sure is that every new
batch has higher expectations than the previous one. They
understand the foundation laid by their seniors and are ready to
capitalize on it. It also calls for teachers to be supportive of students. 

Every time I look back, years at USICT is nothing short of a dream. We
have tried multiple things, succeeded at some, and mastered from
the others. But, eventually, it was the learning that mattered. As we
move ahead to strengthen our alumni network, I would love if more
alumni can come and contribute to the success of USICT.



ABHISHEK TALWAR
CO-FOUNDER

HEXAVIEW TECHNOLOGIES, INC
BATCH OF 1999-03

Hexaview is a 300 people strong fintech product
engineering company. I started with another alum Ankit
Agarwal in 2010 and since then we haven't looked back
scaling up on our reach, scope of work and team. Best thing
about Hexaview is the opportunity it affords to myself, Ankit
and our team to work with some of the sharpest minds
across the globe. I believe admiration is mutual as our
clientele (many Fortune 500 companies) love our work &
are openly appreciative about the same. For us success is
about perseverance and having good people around you!

NISHCHAL GABA
DIRECTOR
PRODIGAL AI TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
BATCH OF 2012-16

The startup focuses on four areas: 1. Artificial Intelligence 2.
Cloud Analytics 3. Fintech 4. Blockchain My journey to this
startup has been an exciting one, after completing my M.Sc.
Artificial Intelligence in 2017. I got the chance to work with
enterprises, research organizations, developing projects
related to Facial Recognition, Object Detection, Drone
Intelligence, Pose Detection. Words of advice: Research
deeply and choose the field you want make a career in, look
for an internship to get hands on experience.

Deloitte

Technology 

Fast 50 

India

CEO, Silicon India Top 50 Start-ups

STARTUP
 TALKS

https://hexaviewtech.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nishchal-gaba-295701a5/


Stockmock is India's first Options Backtesting platform for
Banknifty and Nifty strategies. It was launched in Nov 2019,
which means we have successfully completed 2 years of our
journey. 

Stockmock helps traders become independent & profitable
through our Backtesting their strategies before they deploy
in live markets. We don't just give users the confidence to
trade but also the conviction to stick with the strategies
when they are not working well. 

We have more than 90,000 users on our platform. We are
proudly bootstrapped and profitable. 

Word of Advice: Work on the problem statement that is
bothering you. Try to find some solution, small or big doesn't
matter. Backtesting was something I needed badly for
myself and therefore created it. Remember if your end goal
is money, there are fewer chances you will be motivated in
long run, so have a better goal - making life easy for yourself
and others through your skillset. Pick up the real problems
that are hurting you, don't create the problems yourself. I
have failed multiple times before working on Stockmock, the
real problem solver.

NITISH NARANG
FOUNDER, CEO

WWW.STOCKMOCK.IN
BATCH OF 2008-12

Mentions in
 

MoneyControl.com

 

Interviewed at

Dalal S
treet

Investment Journal

STARTUP
 TALKS

http://www.stockmock.in/
http://www.stockmock.in/


PepCoding is an EdTech platform which is continuously
trying to improve the lower bounds of education. It has
recently launched a product called NADOS (nados.io). It is a
social media space centered around career development
while ensuring learning opportunities. In an attempt to make
online learning and career development an engaging
pursuit, the elements of social media were introduced on a
learning cum professional platform. Creating for ourselves an
entirely new space, we look forward to revolutionizing the
entire virtual experience of learning and growing. 

Pepcoding started out in 2017, and it's already 2022. One
thing that kept us going was “solving the problem of
efficient learning”. This journey hasn’t been easy. We have
seen Pepcoding grow from 30 to 300 in number. We knew
the risk, but we also saw an opportunity. And all of this has
been possible due to resolve of the team. 

Startups are built by the spirits of members involved in it.
Hence, the most important thing is hiring. There is a famous
quote which roughly translates as: People, Processes and
Profits. This is the exact order in which things need to be
taken care of, as People create scalable processes, which in
turn take care of profits. 

NAVDEEP SANDHU
CO-FOUNDER, PRODUCT MANAGER AND INSTRUCTOR

PEPCODING EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
BATCH OF 2013-17

STARTUP
 TALKS

https://pepcoding.com/
http://www.stockmock.in/


I left my job in Ireland and came back to India to work with my dad, Puneet
Manchanda on our own Health-Tech #startup.

We both followed our hearts and took this gamble of leaving our jobs in
times of COVID. We are on a mission to transform the lives of millions of
people. We have built an AI-based personal dietitian coach which will guide
an individual towards a healthy lifestyle using the power of nutrition.

It's an app that aims to create a healthy lifestyle, unlike others that focus on
short-term goals. There's no app in the market that gives a detailed AI-
based personalized diet for weight loss and your lifestyle disorders based on
#diet preferences too.

We have personalized diet plans available in these categories - #immunity
booster, post covid, cholesterol, diabetes, and hypertension for now. We’ll be
launching weight gain & more lifestyle disorders in the future too. 

It’s been only a few months since the application went live and we have got
a really positive response. We have around 150K downloads already and
various successful stories too.

A woman who was detected with diabetes a year back had started using
our app 2 months back, called me up a few days back. She was very
thankful for the app. Her insulins levels got normalized just by following the
diet plan and healthy habits mentioned in the app.

Creating a positive impact in an individual's life gives us immense
satisfaction and the validation that we are heading in the right direction.
We intend to keep going that way.

I have previously worked for different organizations like Autodesk, Intel
Corporation, IBM and it was a good experience. But after working on my
own health tech startup, I have realized that working feels like a vacation
now. The more time I spend working, the more I enjoy it.

SARTHAK MANCHANDA
CO-FOUNDER,

SMART DIET PLANNER
BATCH OF 2014-18

My advice to students will be "Make a plan of action & jump into
startup journey as soon as possible."

STARTUP
 TALKS

http://www.smartdietplanner.com/
http://www.stockmock.in/


Gray Arc Solutions is a Marketing Agency that works with
International Coaches & Course Creators. We consult them in
Marketing and we build end-to-end Online Marketing
Strategies for them. Our services include Sales Funnel
Building, Copywriting, Facebook Ads & Email Marketing.

The journey has been really a roller coaster as learning all
these skills with 0 industry insights has been the toughest
task. Closing 4-Figure($) deals wasn't that of a big challenge
when I had that confidence in delivering great results. 

Talking about my previous agency, me, Vaibhav & Gaurav
founded Codes Black Services Pvt. Ltd. on 8th Jan'20, but
due to different priorities we parted ways and I started Gray
Arc Solutions. Codes Black Services was my Social Media
Marketing Agency for Small & Medium Indian Businesses
and Personal Brands. 

The only advice I want to give to the young students is: 
"Stack Yourself with High Paying Marketing Skills"
Learn the Marketing skills like Ads, Copywriting, Strategy
building, Social Media Marketing. These will help you grow
your upcoming Startup Ideas, as a good product with poor
marketing is nothing. If you're good at marketing and you
have a great product idea then raising funds, getting
attention, understanding customer buying behavior, making
initial sales won't be that of a big challenge for you. 

TARUN GOEL
SOLOPRENEUR
GRAY ARC SOLUTION
BATCH OF 2016-20

Delivered 
TEDx Talks,

Digital Marketing 

and Freelancing

Workshops

STARTUP
 TALKS

https://www.grayarc.in/


USICT introduced me to data. Data warehousing, new and
upcoming at that time (2000-2004), was a subject my
classmates and I had the opportunity to opt for. It formed
the basis of my first job with an Indian IT major. Exposure to
data and its managerial implications encouraged me to go
in for higher studies in business economics, majoring in
econometrics. That led to my second job, performing
business and economic research for a Big Four professional
services firm for many years. And now as a full-time
doctoral candidate, I am immersed in data and drawing
business-relevant implications from it as part of my thesis. 

NAVYA KUMAR
DOCTORAL CANDIDATE

BITS, PILANI – HYDERABAD
CAMPUS

SAM LUGANI
PRODUCT HEAD, 
GOOGLE ASSISTANT TRUST & PRIVACY
GOOGLE

Being at USICT has been a defining chapter of my
life. Despite being the 2nd batch of the program,
the teachers went above and beyond, and really
did the best they could. I recently reconnected
with a lot of our teachers, and am deeply indebted
to their help during my formative years. Beyond
the studies, it helped me create my own tribe - a
group of mentors and friends - who have stayed
with me through the last 20 years. 

REMINISCE:
BATCH OF 2000-04



PRADEEP MADAN
CONSULTANT

PLATINUM/MAZDA

B.Tech course at USICT was one of best experience personally and
academically. I got to make life long friends and also got the best
education without leaving my family & hometown- Delhi. It not only
geared me with technical knowledge which was main focus
ofcourse but 360 degree aspect needed to succeed in my career be
it leadership, softskills, social and athletics. All courses in the
program were good with the topping of best faculty. These 4
courses- Mathematics, Data warehouse / Analytics, Communication
skills and Organization Leadership helped shape my career where I
stand today and be able to share my experience for students
looking forward to this world class experience in Delhi.

AMIT SAHRAWAT
GENERAL MANAGER
SAMSUNG INDIA, SRI-D

Vast, versatile and future centric syllabus helped in
preparing and adapting to industry demands. It not only
prepared to cope with the challenges but actually lead the
various fields. Most of us were faced with the competition of
not coming from established university, but the course and
our teachers prepared us for our career defining journey. In
the career spanning 18years across leading organizations I
can make a strong claim about imprint of USICT to shape it
what it reached now and the scope I see further. May all the
learnings students continue to take and achieve heights in
their professional careers.

REMINISCE:
BATCH OF 2000-04



TAPAN SHARMA
TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECT

PRECISELY SOFTWARE AND DATA INDIA PVT LTD

I could not get into DCE/NSIT in the year 2000 and I was very upset.
Then I got admission in USICT (University Teaching Department or UTD
as it was at that time) at Kashmere Gate campus. We were only the
second batch and there was a lot of doubt and concerns about
everything whether facilities or placement. However, as the time passed
by the shady clouds kept on fading away. The days of InfoXpression, the
technical fest are unforgettable. The start of multiple activities - whether
it was the University magazine, sports tournaments, University festival -
it used to give the sense of accomplishment and satisfaction. I cherish
the memories of different sports like volley ball, cricket and basket ball
that we played. The environment was very helpful specially during the
placement days. Although the university department was only the two
year old, we had the opportunities of getting placed into companies like
TCS during the penultimate year itself. I still remember those days and
finally got placed in Quark Media House, Chandigarh. I am thankful to
the University to get me admitted into B.Tech and then giving the
opportunity to start the career in IT industry. 

We were the second batch passed out from Kashmiri Gate
Delhi campus. We were having basic amenities and not luxury
college benefits but in term of education and knowledge our
teachers are best under the leadership of professor Yogesh
Singh. We all stuck to basics and focused and that is still
helping us in our career.

VINAY NIJHAWAN
TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECT
PRECISELY SOFTWARE AND DATA INDIA PVT LTD

REMINISCE:
BATCH OF 2000-04



NITIN KUMAR JAIN
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR - PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

FIS GLOBAL

USICT was a turning point in my life. 4 years of learning, fun, sports,
technologies, skills, aptitude and what not. Met some of the
unforgettable faculty members and friends here. Who can forget
meeting Euphoria band at Anugoonj and night long games, building
software and of-course volleyball matches at InfoXpression. Best days
of my life. Would like to take this opportunity to thank all my teachers
and friends who made me what I am today. 

GAURAV AGGARWAL 
PARTNER
CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURS LLP 

"Getting into B.Tech course from a reputed college was
always the plan. USICT was the ideal choice, being in the
heart of the city Delhi and having best of teachers, it
made the perfect combination. First year to fourth year
we made memories and friends for life. More than the
engineering aspect I would say, College prepares you for
life. 
Late night presentation preparation , preparing for the exams,
participating in Cricket or volleyball, coding competitions, College Fests
the process itself teaches you a lot. USICT taught us how not just to feel
the pressure but also conquer it.
You learn most when you have best of peers and with USICT we were
sure of getting great pals. USICT gave me immense opportunity to hone
my skills in Engineering, Life Skills, Networking which ultimately helped
in my journey forward. Utmost gratitude to my teachers and friends for
always encouraging me to achieve the best."

REMINISCE:
BATCH OF 2000-04



JAYA DAS
PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT

PWC

My experience had been truly an amazing one. USIT was
my doorway to the world.

CHHAVI
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

MDU CAMPUS

The best thing about USICT was people were from all over and
different branches of the university also provided different
perspective about the learning environment.

AKSHAY SINGHAL
TECHNICAL ACCOUNT MANAGER
AMAZON WEB SERVICES

Best days of my life, made forever friends!! The students, faculty, staff,
campus was all going through a new experience of a new university
being created! I’m proud to call ourselves the Trail Blazers 😁

The friendships from there have been life enriching and life
saving. ❤ 

JISHA SHARMA
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT 
MCKINSEY & COMPANY 

REMINISCE:
BATCH OF 2000-04

Time spent at USICT was one of the best in life. Had a lot of fun,
studied a bit and made some friends for life. Special mention to
the campus at Kashmere Gate - it had great character and an
old world charm to it. 

MAYANK KHANDUJA
MANAGING DIRECTOR

ELEVATION CAPITAL



STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

Manorit Chawdhry Pratyush Tiwari

Google Summer of Code
2021

Parth KhandelwalShashwat Dalakoti

Ankur  Saini

https://www.linkedin.com/in/manorit-chawdhry?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAChEuBkByeOILthuJHy9rqoKLckBmDmmH-M
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pratyush-tiwari-9aa143174?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAClPqdIBbViFgUr5Q9lnhcPh4UOnTl1tR0o


STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

AIR 1 (CSE)
GATE 2020

Hitesh Poply
2016-20  CSE

99.42 %tile
CAT 2021

Sejal Gupta
2018-22  IT



WINNERS
National Robotics Competition

Project Oasis (IEEE RAS, PES University, Bangalore)

STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

Manik Aggarwal Mayur Puri

Ajit Kumar

Manik Singal Abhishek Jain

National Runner-Up
TechTronix



PUBLISHED
RESEARCH PAPER

SPRINGER MAPAN 
JOURNAL

SECOND NATIONAL
RUNNER UP

CODELEXIA
IET STUDENT CHAPTER, 

TIET

STUDENT
ACHIEVEMENTS

HACKATHON WINNER
2021

E-CELL, IIIT PUNE

Sachin Bhola

Karan Malik Priyanshu Rohilla

CODECHEF
GLOBAL RANK-1
MAY CHALLENGE 2021

Dhruv Pasricha

DISNEYO PCB 
CHALLENGE

BAIT, TAMIL NADU

Abhishek Jain
SECOND NATIONAL

RUNNER UP



PLACEMENT
REPORT 2021



PLACEMENT
REPORT 2021

T R A I N I N G  A N D
P L A C E M E N T  C E L L ,

U S I C T

C O U R T E S Y  O F

usict.placementcell@ipu.ac.in

tnp-usict

USSPlacements

mailto:usict.placementcell@ipu.ac.in
http://www.linkedin.com/company/tnp-usict/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/tnp-usict/
mailto:usict.placementcell@ipu.ac.in
http://www.linkedin.com/company/tnp-usict/
http://www.facebook.com/USSPlacements


PRAKHAR DUA
SCHOLARSHIP

Mr. Prakhar Dua (1993-2021), son of Dr. Dinesh Dua, was a student of
University School of Information, Communication and Technology’s
B.Tech. a batch of 2013-2017 (Information Technology). Due to an
unfortunate accident, we lost Prakhar in April 2021. The family & friends
of Prakhar, to honor his memory, wish to introduce a recurring Annual
Scholarship for the students of USICT for 5 years (2022 to 2026) initially
and may choose to renew after the period gets over. 

Since Prakhar had always been an individual inclined towards
extracurriculars, with a special interest in Music and Sports, the proposal
is to award the scholarship to a B.Tech. 3rd-year student who can be
deemed as the best all-rounder. The process of selection would include
a weighted score on different parameters of academics, co-curricular,
and extracurriculars, which will be followed by interviews of top 5
contenders by the sponsors of the Scholarship, a minimum of INR
75,000.

The process may be coordinated by the USICT Alumni Committee. Post
interviews, the family & friends wish to present the award to the
awardee with a short ceremony every year, wherein the Dean,
professors, and students will be invited and the sponsors will also be
present.

PRAKHAR DUA



The Alumni Committee of USICT is
committed in guiding and bringing value to
the students with the help and direction of
alumni of the college. 

As an initiative towards this objective, we
started mentorship programs across various
fields and organized sessions to provide
USICT students with proper guidance, and
help them get a better understanding of the
field of their interest. Students found all the
sessions truly to be the roadmap to their
goals.

The speakers shared their journeys with
students and resolved their queries
regarding the preparations. We also had a
special Q&A session at the end of each
workshop. The mentors reiterated the point
that one should explore every domain and
question themselves as to why they want to
pursue that specific field. We wish the best
to all for their future endeavors.

SIMILAR INTEREST
GROUPS INITIATION

Parth Verma
POSTMAN

ML/AI

Ankit Pratap
DRDO
GATE CSE

Nehaarika Talwar
Swiggy

MBA

Rajat Hans
Bokee
Web Dev.

Rahul Pratap Singh
ComSec Consulting UK
Ethical Hacking

Saquib Siddique
PayTM
App Development

Shubam Upadhayay
Google

GATE ECE

Nikit Bhandari
Google

GSOC

Pranav Kumar
Govt. of Uttarakhand
UPSC

OUR SPEAKERS:



Most students dream to get placed in
the best of companies and hence
preparing for the placement, and also
for careers is vitally important. To assist
the students, USICT Alumni Committee
initiated a program for the placement
preparation, focusing on data structures
and algorithms questions asked in the
interviews by the top companies along
with mock interviews and Resume
reviews taken by our alumni.

With this goal in mind, we, at the USICT
Alumni Committee, contacted our
alumni working with reputed
companies and organized placement
preparation sessions for the third-year
students of our college for over 3
months. 

These placement preparation sessions
weren't just limited to lectures. Our
Alumni shared the tips and tricks for
important questions, shared their
personal interview experiences in the
company they are in, and also dispensed
the resources which they used for their
preparation. At the end of each session,
there was an open QnA round, where
the students participated actively and
had all their doubts cleared.

Even 1st and 2nd-year students were
obliged for the participation in the
sessions. Overall, these sessions proved
to be illuminating and fruitful for every
student as they helped them prepare for
the toughest of interviews by having
command of their skills. 

INTERVIEW
PREPARATION

Sarthak Sadh
Flipkart
Graphs

Navdeep Sandhu
PepCoding

Stacks and Queues

Vijay Kaushik
Flipkart

Recursion, Trees

Ashish Aggarwal
CRED

HeapMap, Priority Queues

Shorya Jain
Disney+Hotstar
Arrays, Searching, 
Sorting

SESSIONS BY:



PRANAV MALIK
Oracle

2015-19

RENU JOSHI
HashedIn
2017-21

PIYUSH VERMA
Disney+Hotstar
2017-21

HIMANSHU RAJPUT
Accenture
2015-19

VARUN KUMAR
HashedIn
2014-18

GOVIND
Publicis Sapient

2016-20

UJJWAL JAIN
ION

2015-19

RAVI KUMAR RANJAN
Accolite Digital
2015-19

ABHISHEK VATS
SiteRecon
2017-21

INTERVIEW
PREPARATION

To ace any interview or any
examination, the main key
component is strategic
preparation. Therefore, as a part of
the placement series, we
conducted a 1 on 1 mock interview
for our students. These interviews
included a CV review round, where
students' CV was reviewed by a
panel of 2-3 alumni, who ensured
that students' CV had no loopholes
or voids in them, which may have
led them into a self-contradictory
situation that might ruin their
performance. 

The series had helped many
students in their interview
preparation and boosted their
overall preparation as well for their
dream companies. We thank all the
participants, and especially the
alumni for making this placement
series successful and hope to get
such a positive response from
everyone for the future placement
series.

MOCK INTERVIEWS BY:



In the spirit of TED’s mission, “ideas worth spreading,” the
TEDx program at GGSIPU started in 2017 and since then has
coordinated offline and even virtual TED-style events. Last
year as well, TEDxGGSIPU hosted the virtual event on
October 31, 2021 with the theme 'I think, therefore I am'
which itself is a famous proposition. The event marked its
success with the presence of seven highly acclaimed
personalities like author Deepak Bajaj, RJ Salil Acharya, and
others who iterated their ideas on the theme and shared
their life stories where they overthrew all the hurdles and
came out undefeated.

EVENTS
BULLETIN 

TEDxGGSIPU

Google Developer Student Clubs USICT conducted 10+
events, involving 500+ students from USICT as well as from
other colleges. The clubs organized different webinars and
events for the students to learn about the upcoming
technologies. The main highlight event of the year was "The
Snap", a technical treasure hunt where the teams solved
challenges and earned points to reach the finish line. A total
of 150+ students participated in this event alone. Some
events such as the Google Cloud Campaign, Android Study
Jams, and Winter of Code were also organized with great
zeal and the students learned a lot from it.

GDSC Events



USICT ACM Student Chapter has conducted more than 25
events in 2021. Keeping the holistic development of students
in mind, the events covered both technical and non-
technical skills. One of the major events was Trellathon.
Winners got a chance to intern with “Trell”, in domains of
Software Development, Data Science, etc. Talking about
internships, USICT ACM has also organized Utkrisht as its
internship program. In this program, students of USICT were
mentored by the faculty members to build some great
projects. The best projects were also awarded with the
prized worth of ₹17.5 k by the incubation center of USICT.

EVENTS
BULLETIN 

USICT ACM Internship

USICT IEEE Student Chapter conducted variety of workshops
and competitions during the IEEE Week, as a part of this
flagship event Synapse conducted every year. From tech
events like Build-a-thon hackathon, Code Combat
conducted in collaboration with Coding Blocks and
Responsive Vantage, a website building competition, to non
technical events like Marvel Trivia quiz and DecodHunt
Treasure hunt, this year, students participated from all over
the nation. The main event Build-a-thon hackathon saw a
participation of more than 100 teams, consisting of college
as well as school students and prizes worth ₹10k+.

IEEE Week



Faculty

Prof. Amit Prakash Singh
Chairperson

Dr. Reena Gupta
Coordinator

Office
Bearers

Daksh Jain
General Secretary

Anurag Gupta
President

Satyam Sehgal
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